Abstract

In this study, the sewing feeding force and its regularity which is an indicator to stitch length regularity were measured using a computer-based measuring systems under the real conditions of sewing process. This system was established to measure the feeding force directly using a gauge piece and a strain meter. The effect of sewing machine setting in terms of speed, presser foot load and stitch density on the feeding force and its regularity from stitch to another were studied. The effect of sewing parameters in terms of number of layers and sewing line direction were also studied. The effect of sewing machine setting on the distance of slippage between fabric layers and the relation between feeding force regularity and stitch length regularity were investigated. The established computer based measuring system could be used as a testing instrument to identify the different ideal sewing parameters for different kinds of fabrics in order to improve the sewing quality.

Introduction:

In this research, the defect of stitch length irregularity is studied. The main reason of this defect is that the fabric actual movement does not match the mechanical motion of the feeding system. This is due to the slippage which results from the unequal coefficient of friction for the presser foot / upper layer fabric / lower layer fabric and lower layer fabric / feed dog. This defect is more visible in
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curved lines sewing and in case of moving from two layers to more.

The previous researches are divided into three main trends the first is fabric friction properties, the second is detecting of sewing defects, and the third is parameters affect the stitch length irregularity.

**Fabric friction properties:**

The effect of fabric structure on friction properties for two groups of fabric. For fabric friction measurements, an instron tensile tester was fitted with an appropriate assembly [1]. The frictional characteristics of several fabric used in apparel were studied. The objective was to generate fabric frictional data to help in developing automated assemblies for fabric [2]. The method of using a laser sensor for measurements of surface roughness and compares the results with those obtained by conventional contact method were introduced [3].

The influence of fabric structure on the stick-slip motion of dynamic frictional force were studied [4]. The experimental results on the sliding of fabric on metallic and polymeric solid surface showing the influence of the compression load at the solid fabric interface and the nature of the solid material [5]. The development of an instrumental method that incorporates some modifications to the basic principles of the method for measuring fabric frictional properties to identify the specific differences between various kinds of shingosen fabrics [6].

The interpretation of the non-uniform sliding phenomenon response for the dynamic response for sliding friction through dynamic models based on new topographic details of the fabric surface in front of the leading edge of the sled in movement were given [7]. A new generation of sewing equipment integrating auxiliary add on kits to improve performance and flexibility in the production of high-quality garments [8].

The influence of pressing foot design, pressing force the sewing speed upon the stitch length, [9]. The effect of the fabric to metal surface and fabric to fabric frictional characteristics in both warp and weft directions were studied [10].

**Parameters affect the stitch length irregularity:**

A new generation of sewing equipment integrating auxiliary add on kits to improve performance and flexibility in the production of high-quality garments [8]. The influence of pressing foot design, pressing force the sewing speed upon the stitch length were studied [9]. The influence of selected machine and material parameters on the stitch length and its irregularity were studied [11].

The developing measuring system to measure and analyzes the sewing machine needle penetration torque (NPT) done. The measuring system depended on measuring the change of the electric power under
dynamic conditions by using measuring electric circuit and a digital oscilloscope connected to a [PC] computer [12].

In this research, the measuring system was established to measure the feeding force directly under the real condition of sewing process. The principle of this measuring system depends on using a gauge piece connected to an electronic circuit (strain meter) to measure the tension in the fabric sample which is fed between two sewing machines. The first sewing machine is used to represent the real conditions for friction between fabric and presser foot and the second sewing machine is used to draw the sample under the real conditions of sewing process in terms of speed, discontinuous motion and vibration. Figure 1 shows a diagrammatic sketch of the established measuring system. The same optical marker was used to determine the start and end of the sewing cycles. As the two signals from the strain meter and the optical marker could be recorded simultaneously on the digital storage oscilloscope, the feeding force could be measured for successive sewing cycles. Regularity of feeding force from stitch to another which is an indication to stitch length regularity could be measured by implementing statistical analysis.

![Diagram of the measuring system](image)

**Fig 1** A block diagram for the direct measuring system
1- Sewing machine specifications:

The first sewing machine shown in figure 1 was used only to press the fabric between the presser foot and the threated plat and the feeding mechanism was stopped. The specification of this machine is the same as mentioned in A Pfaff sewing machine was used in the experiments with maximum presser bar lift of 5 mm, maximum speed of 800 s.p.m, 90 watt AC motor and max. presser foot force of 4 kg. The AC motor was replaced by a two-wire, DC Servomotor.

A servomotor is a DC, AC, brushless motor combined with a position-sensing device (e.g. a digital decoder). The servomotor has some control circuits and a potentiometer that is connected to the output shaft. The amount of power applied to the motor is proportional to the distance it needs to travel. So, if the shaft needs to turn a large distance, the motor will run at full speed. If it needs to turn only a small amount, the motor will run at a slower speed. This is called proportional control.

Figure 2 as shows the timing diagram of the sewing machine where it is obvious that feeding starts after 10 degree from the needle bottom position.

Fig. 2 Timing diagram of the sewing machine (N.S.P Needle Start Penetrate - N.B.C Needle Bottom Center - N.E.P Needle End penetrate)

The second sewing machine shown on figure 1 was used to draw the fabric sample which is loaded by the presser foot load of the first machine and the passed though the gauge piece located between the two machines. Above the pulley of the second sewing machine, the optical marker was fixed as explained in the first measuring system.

2- Gauge piece (sensing element)

The gauge piece which is located between the two sewing machines as shown in figure 1 was composed of a metallic part of stainless steel on the form of channel shape of 60mm length, 40mm width and 0.6 mm thickness as shown in figure 2.

A metallic rod with 8mm diameter is fixed to the channel piece by two screws and is carried by a stand from its two ends to prevent vibration. The fabric sample passes through the distance between the rod and the inner surface of the channel piece according to the 3-pulley system as shown in fig. 4.
Two foil resistance strain gauge of 120 Ω were fixed on the inner and outer surfaces of the channel piece by adhesive. Fig.3 shows the dimension of the strain gauge.

3- Strain meter

Figure 5 shows the strain meter which composed of Wheatstone bridge, amplifier and power supply. The output of this circuit is recorded simultaneously with the output signal of the optical marker on the two-channel of the digital storage oscilloscope which is then analyzed by the computer program.

4- Procedures of recording signals

In order to adjust the zero position of the gauge piece before starting of signal recording, the following steps were carried out:

1- Convert the oscilloscope to the earth switch and adjust the signal line on the oscilloscope window.

2- Convert the oscilloscope to the DC switch which results in changing the position of signal line due to the voltage in the circuit.

3- To reset the signal line to the zero position, the resistance of the strain
meter must be changed to obtain the zero volts without any stresses on the stain piece.

After that, the second sewing machine could be switching on and signal recording could be started.

5- Estimation of feeding force using the direct measuring system

Figure (6) shows the output signals of the measuring system. The upper signals is the output of the gauge piece and the lower signal is the output of the optical marker which determine the start and the end of every sewing cycle. In the upper signal the minimum and maximum values between every two successive peaks in the lower signal were determined and the feeding force could be determined for each sewing cycle by subtracting these two values. As this estimated value is an oscilloscope reading (absolute display value), it needed to be converted to a force unit.

![Fig. 6 The output signals of the direct measuring system](image)

6- Sensitivity of the direct measuring system

For testing the Sensitivity of the established measuring system, signals were recorded at different levels of machine speed, presser foot load and stitch density. Figure (7) shows the recorded signals at three levels of presser foot load: minimum load, medium load and maximum load at constant machine speed and constant stitch density. It is obvious that the established measuring system is sensitive to the change in presser foot load.

![Fig. 7 Sensitivity of the direct measuring system for different presser foot loads](image)

Figure (8) shows the recorded signals at three levels of stitch length (1.8, 2.5 and 4.5 mm) at constant machine speed and presser foot load. It is obvious that the established measuring system is also sensitive to the change in stitch length.
Fig. 8 Sensitivity of the direct measuring system for different stitches length

Figure (9) shows the recorded signals at three levels of machine speed (111, 281 and 745 s.p.m) at constant stitch length and constant presser foot load. The result shows that the established measuring system is sensitive to the change in machine speed.

Fig. 9 Sensitivity of the direct measuring system for different machine speed

3-7 Calibration of gauge piece

In order to convert the absolute display values of the digital oscilloscope to force unite (CN), static and dynamic calibration were executed. The dynamic calibration was executed on the sewing machine under the real condition by feeding the fabric sample with sewing machine and using weights on the other end. Signals of 50 successive sewing cycles were recorded for each weight.

Figures (3-10) show the curve that represents the relation between the absolute display values of the digital oscilloscope and the force (gm) which was then converted to (CN). The calibration factor was determined from the curve as 28.54 CN per oscilloscope reading value. The dynamic calibration was found to be more accurate and thus the dynamic calibration factor was used.

Calibration factor = (500-108)/(22-8) = 28 gm/O.S value = 28.54cN/o.s unite.

Fig. 10 Calibration curve of gauge piece

The signals were recorded and then analysis by the same MATLAB program used in analysis signals of the first measuring system as shown in figure (11)
8 Experimental work for the direct measuring system

After establishing the measuring system and testing its sensitivity, the experimental work was planned to study the effect of machine setting (speed, stitch density, presser foot (load, width, and material), feed dog, tooth and fabric parameters (number of layers and sewing direction) on feeding force and its regularity. Also, the effect of machine setting on the distance of slippage between fabric layers was studied. The final part of the experimental work was planned to correlate the feeding force regularity and the stitch length regularity. Tables 3-1 show the specifications of the fabric samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table (1) Fabric specifications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Warp count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weft count</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of fabrics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight / unit area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fabric structure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8-1 Effect of machine setting:

This experiment was planned as shown in table (2). Signals were recorded at five different levels of each variable so the total number of signals was 125. In this experimental a presser foot of medium width was used. Signals were then analyzed to estimate the average of feeding force for 50 successive sewing cycles in each signal.

8-2 Effect of presser foot width:

In order to study the effect of presser foot width on feeding force and its regularity, three presser foot of different width were used and the singles were recorded at different levels of stitch density, machine speed and at constant presser foot load 1.9 (KG) as shown in table (3).

8-3 Effect of presser foot material

In order to study the effect of presser foot material on feeding force and its regularity, two presser foot of different materials were used and the singles were recorded at
different levels of stitch density, machine speed and at constant presser foot load 1.9 (KG) as shown in tables (3-4).

8-4 Effect of feeding dog position.

In the previous experiments, the feeding dog was stopped and the fabric was pressed between the presser foot and throat plate.

In order to study the effect of feeding dog tooth on feeding force and its regularity, singles were recorded with stoking the feeding dog and with the feeding dog fixed in the upper position. As shown in table (3-5) singles were recorded at 5 different levels of stitch density and 3 different levels of machine speed and constant presser foot load 1.4 kg in each case.

8-5 Effect of sewing parameters.

8-5-1 Sewing direction

In order to study the effect of sewing line direction on the feeding force and its regularity, singles were recorded when the fabric was sewed in weft direction, warp direction and at 45 degree with 5 different levels of stitch density as shown in table (3-6), at constant medium load (1.9 kg) and constant medium speed (574 s.p.m), using metallic presser foot of medium width.

8-5-2 Number of layer

In order to study the effect of no. of layers on the feeding force and its regularity, singles were recorded when two, three and four layers were used with 5 different levels of stitch density as shown in tables (3-7), at constant medium load (1.9 kg) and constant medium speed (574 s.p.m).

8-6 Effect of machine setting on fabric slippage between two layers

In order to study the slippage between fabrics layers, two fabric layers of length 1 m were fed the system without the aid of hand feeding which considered as one of the causes for stitch length irregularity. Singles were recorded at 5 different levels of stitch density, 3 levels of speed and two levels of presser foot load. The low level of the load was the weight of the presser bar (90 gm) as shown in table (3-8).

8-7 The relationship between feeding force and stitch length regularity

In order to study the relationship between feeding force and stitch length regularity 4 experiments were planned to study the following

1. The effect of increasing number of layers during sewing from 2 to 3, from 2 to 4 and from 2 to 5 layers at constant machine speed (732 s.p.m), constant presser foot load (500 gm) and at constant stitch density (3.5 s.p.cm).

2. The effect of increasing machine speed (421, 578 and 732 s.p.m) when the number of layers is increased from 2 to 4 during sewing at constant levels of presser foot load (500 gm) and constant stitch density (3 s.p.cm).
3-The effect of increasing presser foot load (240, 381 and 500 gm) when the number of layers is increased from 2 to 4 during sewing at constant levels machine speed (578 s.p.m) and constant stitch density (3 s.p.cm).

4-The effect of increasing stitch density (2.5, 3 and 3.5 s.p.cm) when the number of layers is increased from 2 to 4 during sewing at constant levels machine speed (732 s.p.m) and constant presser foot load (500 gm).

In order to measure stitch density, a paper was fixed on the denim fabric sample during sewing and after that an image of this paper was captured and magnified by scanner (hp scan jet 2400), in order to measure the length of stitch accurately because the paper retains the effect of needle penetration which may be changed in the fabric due its elasticity.

9 Results and Discussion

9-1 Effect of machine setting using the direct measuring system

Figure (12) shows that the feeding force decreases with increase of machine speed at all levels of stitch density and at load of medium value (1.9) kg.

Fig. 12 Effect of speed at different stitch density and medium load.

The same trend was found at high and low load values 2.5 kg and 1.4 kg respectively shown in fig. (13) and at very high and very low load value 3 kg and 0.9 kg respectively as shown in figure (14).

Fig. 13 Effect of speed at different stitch density and high and low load.
Fig. 14 Effect of speed at different stitch density at very high and very low load.

Figure (15) shows that feeding force increase with the increase of presser foot load (from 0.9 to 3 kg) at all levels of machine speed (from 263 s.p.m to 883 s.p.m).

Fig. 15 Effect of presser foot load at different speed

9.2 Effect of presser foot width.

Figure (16) shows the effect of presser foot width on the feeding force at 573 s.p.m respectively. As shown from these figures, the minimum value of feeding force was found with the medium width of presser foot at all levels of stitch density.

Fig. 16 Effect of presser foot width at 573 s.p.m.

9.3 Effect of presser foot material.

Figure (17) shows the effect of presser foot material (metal and plastic) on feeding force at 573 s.p.m respectively. As shown from this figure, the feeding force was changed with the different material of presser foot because the coefficient of friction between fabric and presser foot is different. Also, it is clear that the feeding force decreases in case of using metal presser foot.

Fig. 17 Effect of presser foot material at 573 s.p.m
9-4 Effect of feeding dog position.

Figure (18) shows that the feeding force increases in case of fixing the feeding dog in the upper position with all levels of stitch density. This could be explained by the interleaving between feeding dog tooth and the fabric.

![Graph showing feeding force with different stitch densities and feeding dog positions.]

Fig. 18 Effect of feeding dog tooth on the feeding force.

9-5 Effect of sewing parameters.

9-5-1 Effect of sewing direction

As shown from figure (19), at all levels of stitch density, the maximum feeding force when the fabric was sewed in warp direction and minimum when the fabric was sewed at 45 degree.

![Graph showing feeding force with different stitch densities and sewing directions.]

Fig. 19 Effect of sewing fabric direction on feeding force.

9-5-2 Effect of number of layers

From figure (20), it is obvious that feeding force increases when the number of fabric layers increases which may be interpreted by the increasing of presser foot load.

![Graph showing feeding force with different number of layers and stitch densities.]

Fig. 20 Effect of no. of layers on feeding force.
9.6 Effect of machine setting on fabric slippage between two layers.

Figure (21) shows that the slippage distance at high load between the two layers increases with the increase of machine speed at all levels of stitch density. At all levels of machine speed, the minimum distance of slippage was found at 3 s.p.c.m and it is increased obviously at 2.5 s.p.c.m.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 21 Slippage distance between fabric layers at different stitch length and high load (2.5 kg)**

Figure (22) shows that with the low load (90 gm), the slippage distance also increased with the increases of machine speed at most levels of stitch density but there is obvious increase at 3.5 s.p.c.m. and at 2.5, 3 s.p.c.m the slippage distance decreased.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 22 Slippage distance between fabric layers at low load (90 gm)**

10 Relationship between feeding force and stitch length regularity

10-1 Effect of increasing no. of Layers during sewing

Figure (23) represents (a) the image of the paper, (b) the recorded signal and (c) the estimating feeding force on the left y axis (line curved) and the measured stitch length on the right y axis (columns) for each numbered from 1 to 27. The no of layers increased from 2 to 3 staring from stitch no. 21 to 27 in this signal and as shown the feeding force increased from 399 to 570 (CN) and the stitch length decreased from 2.6 to 2 mm when the no. of layer increased.

Figure (24) shows that when the no of layers increased from 2 to 4 staring from stitch no. 18 to 25, the feeding force increased from 314 to 599 (CN) and the stitch length decreased. This signal was recorded at stitch length of 2.9 mm but the actual measured length was 2.5 mm maximum this means that found slippage in stitch length than required value. The minimum value of stitch length is
1.5 mm at the start of moving from 2 layer to 4 layers (stitch no. 18).

Figure (25) shows that when the number of layers increased from 2 to 5 starting from stitch no. 13 to 25, the feeding force increased from 342 to 827 (CN) and the stitch length decreased from 2.6 to 1.4 mm. From the three figures (40), (41) and (42) it is obvious that the maximum increase in feeding force and maximum decrease in stitch length were found in case of increasing layer number from 2 to 5 layers.
10-2 Effect of increasing machine speed during sewing on the relation between feeding force and stitch length regality

Figure (26) shows that, at 578 s.p.m when the no of layers increased from 2 to 4 layers starting from stitch no. 11, stitch length decreased from 3.6 to 2.4 mm at this point, and after that it begins to increase. The feeding force also increased from 456 to 713 (CN).

10-3 Effect of increasing presser foot load during sewing on the relation between feeding force and stitch Length regality

Figure (27) shows that, at presser foot load of 381 gm, stitch length 3.3 mm when the no of layers increased from 2 to 4 layers starting from stitch no. 13, stitch length decreased from 3.4 to 1.7 mm and the feeding force increased from 428 to 770 (CN).
10-4 Effect of increasing stitch density during sewing on the relation between feeding force and stitch length regularity

Figure (28) shows that, at stitch density 3 s.p.cm (3.3 mm), when the no of layers increased from 2 to 4 layers starting from stitch no. 17, stitch length decreased from 3 to 1.3 mm and the feeding force increased from 342 to 713 (CN).

11. Conclusion

From studying the previous parameters it is clear that regularity of feeding force is an indication of stitch length regularity.

Apply a previous computer based system with doing some modifications and also establishing a new computer based system to measure the regularity of the feeding force.

The results from both systems agreed with the previous research done by Vobolis and jucicen (2003, 2004) with using different system.

By getting a relationship between the feeding force and the stitch length irregularity, so we could predict from the feeding force irregularity the stitch length irregularity.

We could use our computer-based system as a testing instrument to identify the different ideal sewing parameters with different kind of fabrics (sewing speed, density, the load of presser foot, and the presser foot type.

Finally by using our new measuring system we could improve the sewing quality instead of correct the sewing defects after their accrued to decrease the product defects (reduce the second quality). By doing this research reach its main goal which is finding the way to predict the regularity stitch length before the production line with comparing the feeding force coefficient of variation by using our computer-based system.
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